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T his is a practical case study within a series of papers analyzing agribusiness operation 
and intervention in the turbulent scenarios of emerging economies, Argentina. It focuses 
on the Argentine scenario of the last decade.

LOS GROBO’s Case is the case study of an immigrant family –rural contractors of the 
Argentine Pampas, who in the course of one hundred years become rural producers, acopiadores1, 
agricultural industrials who finally consolidate an Agribusiness Group in the turbulent scenarios 
of emerging economies like Argentina’s.  Within the catastrophic economic scenario of Argentina 
2002, the Group struggles to formalize and institutionalize its business operations.  After decades 
of growth and development, the Group wonders whether this is the right time to consolidate the 
corporation -as an alternative to survive and compete in the complex local environment and in 
an agribusiness world ever more globalized.

The authors wish to thank the Grobocopatel family, Adolfo and Edith, Gustavo and Paula, 
Andrea, Gabriela and German, Mailed and Juan, for all the support received in preparing the 
case.  The authors also wish to thank Ken Harling from Laurier University, Canada; and Daniel 
Conforte from Universidad ORT, Uruguay; permanent sources of enthusiasm and advise.

KEY WORDS: Agribusiness, business and 
emerging economies, turbulent business and 
scenarios, family business restructuring, 
corporation consolidation.

1 Acopiadores: Country grain dealers.
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INTRODUCTION

Los Grobo is an agribusiness company operating in Carlos Casares, Buenos Aires, Argen-
tina. Immigrants from Besaravia, they started off as rural contractors in the middle of the 
Argentine pampas at the turn of the Twentieth Century.  In the course of several decades, 
they progressed as agricultural and livestock breeders in commerce, logistics and the storage 
of grains, and as millers, finally creating a company that operates in an innovative fashion 
at several levels of the agribusiness supply chain.

In 2001, Gustavo Grobocopatel, the oldest of Adolfo’s (63) four children, turned 40. That 
day a huge party was organized for friends, suppliers and clients by his wife Paula (37) and 
all of his family.  In a charming ritual, his mother Edith (61) and his sisters Andrea (38), 
Gabriela (36) and Matilde (33), “officially” transferred family business management to 
him. For Adolfo, this was a significant achievement, the top of his entrepreneurial career 
- at the turn of the 21st Century, he had conducted the family business into its third gen-
eration smoothly but firmly, closing almost one century of family saga.  His work as his 
father’s helper - his father used to be a contractor in the production of alfalfa bales - now 
lay half a century back.

Gustavo is the CEO of a group of companies articulated around Los Grobo Agropecuaria -
Los Grobo Inversora, Sedas, Ama, San Cayetano, La Cotorra and Las Hortensias, an opera-
tion that totals 65 million dollars in annual turnover. Los Grobo Inversora is a flourmill in 
Bahía Blanca, South West of Carlos Casares. Gustavo defines Los Grobo Agropecuaria as 
“an innovative operator in agribusiness”.  The rest of the companies mainly own land, a 
total of 20,000 hectares, and produce agricultural commodities.  Los Grobo Agropecuaria, 
as Gustavo states, focuses on “sourcing commodities, either self-produced or derived 
from clients’ business” and produces commodities on 70,000 hectares, with a strong basis 
on input supply services, storage and advising.  The 400,000 tons they source go to their 
own milling industry, to specialty exports and, essentially, to exportation and local users of 
agricultural commodities. 3

In the 1990’s, the family business had grown hand in hand with the second pampas revolu-
tion, a process that almost tripled Argentine agricultural production in one decade and to 
which entrepreneurs like the Grobo’s contributed a great deal. Argentina was developing 
competitively, standing out in the world as a leader in food production.  However, a cata-
strophic institutional crisis, precipitated in December 2001, had exposed that development 
to complex contractual hold up of all contracts, and to conflicting property rights.  This 
new scenario constituted a major threat as well as accelerated the pace of new business and 
forcing the design of new organizational alternatives.

In June 2002, while in Madrid, Spain, Gustavo closed the negotiation for marketing of one 
of the first specialty exports of the company, high oleic sunflower. In September 2002, he 
discussed in Sao Paulo, Brazil, the opportunity to invest and conduct business with large 
Brazilian operators.  These new business opportunities bolstered in him the idea that they 
should reorganize Los Grobo, positioning the family as the Board of Directors and consoli-
dating the group more professionally and more formally thus strengthening local business 
with an eye on the global market.  This was a different strategy from the one Adolfo, his 
father, historically had. His father had divided the business into different companies, thus 
diversifying risk.

Adolfo watched from a distance how Gustavo’s new ideas unfurl, analyzing the situation 
not in the light of his old ideas, but rather within the context of the deepest crisis in his 
business life, in Argentine economy. Adolfo always used to say “the object of my business 
effort has always been working hard, and being able to bequeath to each of my children 
a different farm”.  More than once he did assemble his family, his wife and 8 children, to 
discuss and inculcate the culture of saving and controlling spending.  It must come from 
each of his children’s homes, from their utmost zeal and care. “If you don’t look after the 
little you have you won’t look after whatever much you may have”.

At present, Adolfo usually says, “with all these changes and all these new realities, I 
believe one has to think of new alternatives to organize the family business in the light 
of a different future”.
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2. A TIME OF TROUBLES: FROM THE SECOND PAMPAS REVOLUTION IN 
THE 1990´S, TO ARGENTINA´S INSTITUTIONAL CRISIS IN 2002.

The global agribusiness environment is a critical but rapidly evolving part of the strategic 
puzzle confronting Gustavo. Furthermore, the agricultural policy of Europe, USA, and 
Japan is based largely on a bundle of subsidies that constitute extraordinary restrictions 
to full market access. The total volume of subsidies of these three major economic units 
is similar to total global food and agricultural commodity trade amounting to nearly four 
hundred billion dollars annually, over a billion a day.4 (See pic. 1 and 2)

This has a practical impact that may be seen in the wheat, corn and soybean price received 
by the Argentine farmer, operating with no subsidies whatsoever, compared to American 
farmer prices, supported through many and varied subsidy programs.5 (See pic. 3)

Argentina, like many others emerging economies, is undergoing a competitive crisis due, 
in part, and to this design of the “global rules of the game” imposed by the leading econo-
mies. However, there are many domestic issues, perhaps even more important, which are 
responsible for the lack of competitiveness. In the situation such as that currently experi-

enced in Argentina, the most feasible competitive strategy for local 
farmers and industry, in fact the whole agribusiness community, 
is to develop alternative strategies focused on collective processes 
to use private initiative to reorganize food and agribusiness supply 
chains. 

Among the issues needing attention are the development of strong 
agribusiness networks, seeking scale economies, in some cases 
looking for specialization economies, promoting value added 
products, and assembling supply networks. This collective action 
must be oriented to reducing transformation and transaction 
costs, creating a new cross-border competitive advantage. The Los 
Grobo Case is a leading case of a successful agribusiness operation 
in a turbulent emerging economy.  But can this traditional family-
structured agricultural business survive in its current form?

2.1. A LOOK BACK: THE FIRST PAMPAS REVOLUTION

During the twentieth century Argentina had three main institutional, political, and socio-
economic paradigms: the commodity export model, the import substitution model, and, 
since the early 1990´s, economic liberalization and the, as yet unmet, challenge and oppor-
tunity of building a globally competitive economy, the pre-competitive model. (Ordóñez 
1996/1998)6.

At the end of the nineteenth century, democracy and free market rules in place and the 
agricultural export paradigm evolved through 1930. During the 1880-1930 period Argen-
tina led world economic growth and wealth creation, supplying the international market 
with farm products. Argentina was a rich country involved in the main world trade flows 
of that time.  The global financial crisis of the 30’s and the end of the extension of the local 
farming frontier exhausted the successful previous model and opened a new scenario. 

In 1912 Argentina created 60% of Latin American GDP; currently it scarcely accounts for 
10%. This active participation in world trade positioned Argentina in globally superior 
position. In those days, Argentinean beef exports were 6 times higher than Australian beef 
exports; today that relationship is reversed. Agricultural production increased impressively 
in the first part of the century through 1930, 8(See pic. 4). Physical output was highly cor-
related with the existence of established market rules and with the volume of contracts in 
the futures market. 

Unfortunately, the business environment and competitiveness of agriculture changed 
radically as will be described in more detail in the following sections. In the 60 years after 

SUBSIDIOS TOTALES AL SECTOR

AGROPECUARIO MUNDIAL EN 1998

(En Millones de U$S)
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6 Ordóñez H. The State Role and the 
Three Argentines. Changes in Public and 
Agribusiness Policies. Essay. Agribusiness 

Unit, SAGPYA, 1996. Partially presented 
May 1998. State Reform in Argentina. 

PNUD /Argentine Foreign Office. 
Zimbabwe.
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1930, with the active action of the National Grain Board, State intervention, and export 
taxes, market rules were ignored. Commodity production partially stagnated, and there 
were practically no operations in the futures market. Later, in the 1990´s, a huge increase 
in agricultural output was observed. During that decade, agricultural production more 
than doubled, exceeding 65 million tons. Related to this second pampas revolution, an 
active futures market with increasing operations and volume of contracts was observed. 
The impressive illustration during this period is the correlation among production, com-
petitiveness, and market rules.  The significance of this period to the understanding of 
the current market psychology cannot be overstated.  A more detailed examination of the 
political and economic culture of the times is explored in the following sections.

2.2. PAMPAS DISCRIMINATION.

For the six decades, from 1930 to 1991, Argentina alternated weak democracies with 
strong dictatorships, with both political settings sharing a welfare state paradigm exhibiting 
strong state intervention, protectionism, weak rule of law, import substitution, rampant 
inflation and often “hyper inflation”. The paradigm of import substitution finally ended 
with increasing lack of trust in the peso and a “defacto dollarized” economy. Nevertheless, 
with an increasingly socialized economy during this period, the model ended with poor 
output, low economic growth, and low level of foreign trade. 

The core issue was that the pampas rents were allocated to promote the urban economy 
by a double mechanism. Export taxes on agribusiness output transferred a huge amount of 
resources to the State that was reallocated to welfare policies, promoting the local industry 
for imports substitution. At the same time, the export taxes pushed down agricultural 
prices, providing cheap affordable food for the working class. The arbitration of relative 
prices, price fixing, and prices of all goods and services were determined by State regula-
tions and intervention. In fact, the focus of the import substitution paradigm was to plan 
the strategic profile of public policies and business strategies. Argentina’s mainstream 
policy-making was set at the expense of comparative advantage for resources-based indus-
tries like agriculture.

A more stable democracy was installed during the administration of President Alfonsín 
(1983-1989) that gradually brought an end to 60 years of alternate weak democracies and 
strong dictatorships. However, even this administration could not end State intervention, 
protectionism, hyperinflation, low exports, and poor economic output that characterized 
the previous decades.  

2.3. THE SECOND PAMPAS REVOLUTION

President Menem’s administration (1989-1999) created a pre-competitive scenario opening 
the economy to globalization based on private property, free market rules, privatization of 
state companies, and finally ending hyper inflation through the implementation of the cur-
rency board that tied the peso to the US dollar. The 1990´s was a decade of stable economy 
and growth around the agglutination rule of convertibility (one peso - one dollar). The 
dramatic institutional change during this period, focused on market-oriented reforms and 
strong price incentives, led to a great increase in the competitiveness of agribusiness. 

Prior to the reforms, successive ineffective and weak government intervention programs 
had resulted in extended periods of economic instability marked by chronic public deficit, 
endemic and highly variable inflation, low savings and investments, according to Wainio 
and Raney.9 They extend their analysis, concluding that the new policies had set the coun-
try on a path of fiscal and monetary prudence that lowered inflation and spurred private 
investment.

Government reform, privatization, economic transparency, and total de-regulation encour-
aging market rules and property rights, were the key drivers of institutional change in the 
1990´s. The commodity boards were eliminated, as was State intervention in agribusiness 

9,10 Wainio J & Raney T. Argentina´s 
Economic Reforms Expand Growth 
Potential of Agriculture. Economic 

Research Service USDA. Agricultural 
Outlook, March 1998.
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markets. Privatization of ports, railways, oil companies, energy facilities, communications 
systems, highways, and road systems, increased competition and reduced agribusiness costs. 
Export taxes on agribusiness were definitively cut off together with tariffs on agribusiness 
imports. Manipulation of the exchange rate also ended with the institution of the currency 
board (one peso one dollar). No longer were there distortions between domestic and inter-
national prices. Mainstream policies were pushing competitiveness all the way through the 
economy, upgrading comparative advantages and investment in local resources.

During this decade Argentina placed among the top five exporters of major commodi-
ties: wheat 5th, coarse grain 2nd, soybeans 3rd, soy meal 1st, soy oil 1st, sunflower seed 3rd, 
sunflower meal 1st, sunflower oil 1st, and honey 5th. This 
enormous agricultural output was produced on about 24 
million hectares of arable land.10

This growth of agricultural output can be observed in 
graphic reference 11(See pic. 5) and the impact on Argen-
tine exports of the agribusiness revolution in graphic 
reference12(See pic. 6). One of the key drivers of the 
second pampas revolution was the implementation of the 
no-till system and herbicide-resistant soybean varieties. 
This technological package was outstanding in creating 
wealth for the Argentine farmer despite protectionism 
and subsidies existing elsewhere in the global agricultural 
economy.13(See pic. 7) On the other hand prices of agro-
chemicals went down as a result of steady competition 
among global corporations.14(See pic. 8) In turn, these 
price cuts boosted the use of fertilizers and other inputs. 
15(See pic. 9) Storage facilities grew as well, 16and many of 
the facilities in the port area and related off-farm activi-
ties were expanded and upgraded.
Nevertheless, despite all these reforms and the conse-
quent improved agribusiness competitiveness, the local 
economy remained marginal, with high tax evasion, 
high customs irregularities, abnormality in the pension 
system, etc., estimated by some to be more than 40 bil-
lion pesos per year. Nearly 15% of the annual GDP was 
operating outside of official markets, and was major local 
driver of business activity. (See pic. 10)

Despite the advances in the consolidation of the demo-
cratic model of governance (Alfonsin 1983-1989) and 
the development of free market rules (Menem 1989-
1999), during the last fifteen years of the twentieth cen-
tury the social contract between the State and society was 
still weak. The economy and the institutions were not 
strong enough to create sustainable employment or competitiveness, and failed to develop 
the necessary rule of law, or a strong judiciary needed to achieve a new contract between 
government and society. The shortfall of tax revenues to meet government commitments 
required continuing foreign and domestic loans resulting in substantial government debt. 
The government was clearly inefficient and far from transparent. As for society in general, 
families and firms evaded taxes, smuggled through customs, and did not comply with 
pension regulations. They maneuvered permanently to extract extra rents from the govern-
ment.

De la Rúa’s administration (1999-2001) was supposed to reinstall the state of law, provide 
transparency and bring an end to societal and State corruption. Some democratic achieve-
ments of Alfonsin were kept, as were some of Menem’s pro-market reforms. However, the 
underlying woes continued as the State, and its political, legal and economic institutions, 
simply were not up to the task. 
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EVOLUCIÓN DE PRECIOS DE HERBICIDAS EN SOJA
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2.4. CATASTROPHIC INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

De la Rúa’s administration during 2001 was unable to hold on to an important anchor 
from the previous decade, the currency board. There was no sustainable fiscal budget and 
the reserves of the Central Bank were used by the Treasury to serve the local and foreign 
government debt and the banks’ financial crisis. Due to the mismanagement of the per-
ceived main fiscal and monetary contract of Argentine society, the currency board -one 
peso one dollar- finally exploded in January 2002. In the meantime, between Christmas 
2001 through early 2002, before President Duhalde´s administration, the Congress had 
appointed three other Presidents. Argentina’s institutional crisis produced five Presidents 
in a fortnight.17

According to Schuler,18 “Argentina once was one of the world’s richest countries. Again and 
again, though, its people have chosen -or at least tolerated- leaders who have had no idea 
how wealth is created and preserved. Argentina´s currency crisis and economic depression 
results from this disastrous failure of understanding”. 

The same author mentioned that local and foreign economists constituted professional 
malpractice, obsessed by monetary policy and currency issues, and a few noted the crip-
pling effect of high tax rates that discouraged production and encouraged tax evasion. In 
such a distorted scenario all the institutions suddenly failed to perform responsibly on 
behalf of the economy and society. Savings, investment, expenses, local currency, foreign 
trade and domestic market, property rights, state of law were all severely constrained or 
distorted.
 
In December 2001 and early 2002,19 an apocalyptic institutional change and contractual 
hold-up broke the existing economic rules and opened serious struggles of self-interest 
among virtually all the local groups. This chaotic institutional breakdown left the State and 
society without points of reference, and daily life was abruptly paralyzed. Negative collec-
tive action became the new game, continuous confrontation of different interest groups 
trying to become winners. Paradoxically the struggle’s output consists of a small number of 
concentrated winners and an enormous group of widely dispersed losers.

The main features that characterized the institutional rupture were government default, the  
“corralito”20, Argentine peso devaluation21, and finally, the “asymmetric pesofication”22 of 
transactions, savings and loans, and therefore private debt value dissolution, and lastly, the 
“corralón”, freezing and partial confiscation of all private savings. 

Schuler pointed to three main causes of the crisis:

• Increased debt: In 1995 Menem ended the first term, ran the second, finished the 
reforms and wasted time and resources looking forward to an unconstitutional third 
term. In that scenario, public deficit increased, public debt enlarged, and vast benefits 
for local regional political barons were allocated. The whole process left the Argentine 
economy in a very weak position.

• Increased taxes: During De la Rúa’s Presidency, income taxes increased, followed by the 
wealth tax, then special taxes on tobacco, beverages, and cars, and finally a financial 
transactions tax was added.

• Uncertainty in floating the peso: Cavallo, based on ideas of letting the peso float allowed 
it partially by introducing the EURO and the dollar in the basket of the currency 
board.

The tragic combination of an enormous debt, tax increases, uncertainty in the currency 
board, and with an ever-escalating scenario of fiscal and monetary irresponsibility, created 
diverse swaps with the financial system. First the “blindaje”23 in early 2001, and another 
bigger swap the “megacanje”24 in later 2001, promoted a bank run, and a dramatic increase in 
the interest rate, causing capital to flee from Argentina resulting in a dramatic loss of Central 
Bank reserves. The financial support was not enough, and the raging credibility crisis was 
launched. In the end, public debt was defaulted there was a crisis in private debt.

17 Ordóñez, H & Jatib. MI. Origin and 
quality assurance in emerging economies. 

Paradox: feasible alternatives and delayed 
implementation. Introducing origin and 
quality assurance – certification systems 
as key drivers in promoting alternative 
collective strategies. XII IAMA World 

Congress. Noordwijk, Netherlands. 
Proceedings of the Fifth international 

Conference on Chain and Network 
Management in Agribusiness and 

Food Industry. Wageniggen Academic 
Publishers. pp 81-94.June 2002. 

18 Schuler K. Fixing Argentina. CATO 
Institute Working Paper. Washington DC. 

April 26 2002.
19 See Lindsay Brick. How Argentina 

got into this mess. Cato Institute, 2002. 
See also different selected articles of The 

Economist and Wall Street Journal published 
in La Nación Buenos Aires, December 

2001, January and February 2002.
20 Financial and bank restrictions as 

a constrain or hurdle to free use and 
withdrawals of bank deposits and savings. 
People’s disposable money and savings are 

partially confiscated in order to avoid a 
bank rush and bankruptcy.

21 The original devaluation with currency 
controls was 40%, January 2002. In 

February 2002 a semi controlled floating 
regime push the currency rate to 1 dollar-

2 pesos, increasing the original peso 
devaluation to 100%. The whole process 

changes all relative prices in economy with 
an inconceivable wealth transfer.

22 The local transactions were enclosed 
to peso parameters, (on the past one peso-
one dollar) were converted to 1 dollar-1 
peso all debts in economy and 1 dollar-

1,40 peso all savings in banks. However, 
there were other examples of asymmetric 

pesofication. Crossing all the economy and 
different business there are different peso 

dollar rates, through tuft negotiations, case 
by case. In such way there are and were 

1dollar-2 pesos, or 3 pesos, or 4 pesos, and 
all sort of middle arrangements. The local 

currency rate is 1 dollar-3,3 pesos. The 
whole process is a huge transfer of rents and 

wealth. January 2003.
23 Public debt swap 29,5 billion.

24 Public debt swap 60 billion.
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The institutional failure and the monetary collapse resulted in an apocalyptic clash of dif-
ferent interest groups seeking for a winning position in an economy-wide zero sum game. 
The present situation,.25 is described as a “pre-state” institutional framework, where differ-
ent “gangs” fight for dominance, in a stagnated economy. With nearly no modern institu-
tions actually working in daily life, there are few rules of the game and the players behave 
according to their market power and individual interest.

Following Williamson, “in such a scenario economic performance is poor, with unpredict-
able transaction costs”. In-effectiveness, in-efficiencies and a lot of waste occurs and, in fact, 
there are no “first order economies”. On the other hand, following North, “institutions 
matter” and, of course, “organizations matter”, as was mentioned by Kahlil26. Unfortu-
nately this principle has been fully illustrated during this economic crisis in Argentina.

2.5. SECOND PAMPAS DISCRIMINATION, AGRIBUSINESS STRATEGY, AND 
PUBLIC POLICIES

Duhalde’s administration policy following the default of December 2001 can be summa-
rized as follows: uncontrolled devaluation of the peso, asymmetric pesofication of savings 
and loans, and partial confiscation of all savings and pension funds. All these processes, 
notwithstanding the generalized contractual hold up, produced a substantial transfer of 
wealth among different groups in society. In a chaotic way, this created a type of “social 
disruption”, with many losers and a few winners.

In order to recover some government revenue, export taxes were imposed again. Agribusi-
ness, energy, mining, and oil were taxed at a rate 20% on all exports. These sectors repre-
sented nearly 80 % of total exports from Argentina, with agribusiness by itself accounting 
for 50%. Foreign exchange controls, new taxes, and other regulations were introduced in 
an uncoordinated fashion and revised daily. (Schuler, above mentioned).

In this environment the public policies are again designed to expropriate rents from agri-
business and allocate them to less-competitive sectors of economy and the government. 
That means there is again a cycle of institutional changes orienting business and policies 
against existing comparative advantages, attempting to create some sort of irrational com-
petitive strategy contrary to those based on local real resources. Agribusiness, that proved 
to be highly competitive, is again the target of policy discrimination.  However, it is the 
only sector, together with other exports, that is creating some business and wealth in the 
middle of the chaos.

Even though the agribusiness sector is exposed to a credit crunch, the tradable output of 
agribusiness will benefit in the short run. Agricultural land could be considered as tradable 
too, and that will also experience an appreciation due to competitiveness of tradable com-
modities.27 In the short run, there is some sort of hallucinated profitability that will soon 
be cut off by the percentage increase of export taxes and all sorts of new export controls. 
The mainstream policy-making against comparative advantages and focused on grasping 
agribusiness rents will strengthen in the future.

Schuler identified the currency, financial system and taxes as the most pressing focal points 
in the effort to restore economic growth. Because nobody trusts the currency or the bank-
ing system, people are not engaging in the normal economic activities of buying, selling, 
saving, investing necessary to generate growth and jobs. Because the tax rate is complex, 
anomalous, and high, productive efforts are discouraged and evasion encouraged. Rampant 
corruption is the alternative to transparency.

Privatization emerged as monopolies without competition controls, economic activity 
degenerated to smuggling, State reform was reduced to corruption, market rules collapsed 
to sinecure and rent seeking, and the currency board shrank through fiscal and monetary 
inconsistency. All the potential achievements of the 90’s were steadily eroded away.
In the last IMD-Harvard (World Economic Forum)28 report on competitiveness, Argen-

25 January 2003.
26 Khalil E. Organizations Versus Institu-
tions. Journal of Institutional and Theo-
retical Economics. JITE 151/3. 1995.
27 From Reca, Shwedel, Costa & Ortiz. 
Argentina´s Agribusiness to benefit 
from the new economic setting? Industry 
note. Food & Agribusiness Research. 
RABOBANK. March 2002.
28 IMD Business School, Lausanne, 
Switzerland, developed the world 
competitive theoretical framework with 
Harvard Business School, Cambridge, 
Mass. www.weforum.org
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tina is in last place, number 49, while in 1998 Argentina was in 30th place. Transparency 
International29 that deals with corruption issues worldwide included Argentina in position 
57, moving down 5 places since 2001. In both rankings Argentina is sliding down, far 
beyond other Latin American countries. Now last and least is true. There is, in fact, a main 
stream of opinion in Argentine leadership that associates the institutional crash with low 
judiciary, low institutional quality and high corruption, low transparency, lack of competi-
tiveness, and poverty.

This is indeed an illogical and tragic pathway, from the second pampas revolution in the 
90´s, to Argentina´s total institutional crisis in 2002.

3. LOS GROBO HISTORY 

The history of Los Grobo, both as a family and as farmers, is not unique in the Argentine 
pampas.  However, for turn-of-the-century immigrants, access to land was not “demo-
cratic” like in the American West.  The large estate or estancia was the most usual way to 
own land.  Immigrants only had access to agriculture through a three-year lease agreement 
within these large ranches. Gaining access to land was difficult and complex. Many of the 
original rural immigrants, finding it impossible to get lands, went back to the port, to the 
cities, and many even went back to their countries of origin.  The process was different in 
the US.30

Jewish immigrants only had access to land as part of colonization programs, which best-
known example is the one of Baron Maurice Hirsch (Jewish Colonization Association).  It 
was in Carlos Casares where the first of these colonies settled in 1891 – Colony Mauricio. 
In time, many of these immigrants, culturally detached from rural lands, returned to the 
cities to settle as businessmen, thus creating a generation of professional children who 
prospered in 20th century Argentina.  The Grobocopatel’s is one of the last waves of Jewish 
immigrants who fathered a cultural and socio-economic, deeply rooted group known in 
Argentina as “the Jewish Gauchos”.  The Grobocopatel’s are one of the few groups in that 
immigrant wave where succession in rural business went well.

3.1. IMMIGRANTS FROM BESARAVIA REACH THE PAMPAS

Abraham Grobocopatel and his son Bernardo arrived in America from Besaravia in 1910. 
Even though they spent a few years in Brazil, they decided to go on to Argentina. This 
is how in 1912, Bernardo -the founder- finally ended up in Carlos Casares. Abraham, 
his father, suffered from severe hearing impairment and never learned Spanish. This led 
Bernardo to a protagonism that was unusual for a child. The JCA settlement was Colonia 
Mauricio, which development at the time was at its highest.  The original land had already 
been awarded to first comers and there was no room for new colony members. Bernardo, 
barely 9, had no access to the piece of land that was supposed to go to all new comers to 
the project. 

As many other colonists, when he was barred from access to the land, Bernardo engaged in 
various rural tasks, until he consolidated as a rural contractor. For many years, he worked 
as a rural contractor, particularly in the production of hay for forage. There were no tractors 
in rural Argentina in those days – it was times of draught animals and grass was the fuel of 
choice.  It was at that time, in 1930, that he got acquainted with José Pisarevski, a wealthy 
man who favored industrial sunflower31. Under his aegis, Bernardo developed important 
campaigns as a contractor and a grass supplier. He came to have over 300 people working 
for him, and had over 150 stacks, 50 tons each. Years went by, as did the kilometers that 
Bernardo would ride in his carriage, organizing the crews of country hands. 

In the 50’s, access to land and agricultural mechanization consolidated. In 1951, Bernardo 
bought his first tractor, a Massey Harris, and a John Deere baler. Bernardo bought the first 
146 hectares in 1959.  Improvement came along with his sons.  Energetic and attached to 
rural work, Samuel and Adolfo brought mechanization, agriculture and forage.  Likewise, 
they initiated direct marketing of their products.  In 1965, they were producers and traders 

29 www.transparency.org
30 Flichman, G. ¿ Porque Pergamino no 

es IOWA? INTA .1973. In this paper 
Flichman describes the great differences 
between development and land property 
availability. The study evolves defining 

asymmetries between the American farmer 
and the argentine “estanciero”.

31 Carlos Casares hinterland was strongly 
related to Jewish immigration and 

sunflower crops.
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in grains, oil seeds and forage (grass bales). In 1967, when Bernardo died, at 62, he left his 
three children –Samuel, Adolfo and Jorge- 546 hectares of rural estates, as well as a long 
standing tradition of rural business.  The growing commercial prestige of Bernardo and his 
sons was a complex mingling of territorial wisdom, ranchers, growers and colonists who all 
spoke the family language of effort and hard work. 

3.2. IMMIGRANTS’ CHILDREN, BROTHERS AND THE LAND.

In 1972, the Grobocopatel are known as the group of “leading producers” of Carlos Casa-
res. By 1976, they own 4,500 hectares and had a business for different “typical country 
products”, grains, oilseeds, forages, etc.  Samuel leaves the partnership with 1,500 hectares, 
to go into rural life as a grower and breeder.  Adolfo and Jorge keep 3,000 hectares and the 
whole of the trading business. Jorge, 57, the youngest brother becomes actively integrated 
in the business in those years. With his arrival at the company in 1973, the formal storage 
and logistics of the grain business begins, with new commercial dynamics and business flex-
ibility, changing the traditional business relationship in the Casares region. 

At the end of the 70´s, GROBOCOPATEL HNOS was well known as one the largest 
acopiadores in the area. In the course of one decade, the company saw major business and 
property growth. Adolfo, company chairman, tendered production and Jorge the compa-
ny’s trading and property sides to the business. Adolfo’s experience as the eldest brother was 
complemented by Jorge’s enthusiasm business-wise.  Samuel did not become a member of 
this company and kept to his rural property. Then Gustavo arrived, an agronomy student, 
bringing along positive technological innovation; they began to grow soybean, incorpo-
rated information technology and became a pioneer company in the area.   

Different business strategies and commercial polices lead Adolfo and Jorge to split their 
business in 1984. Jorge keeps GROBOCOPATEL HERMANOS. In the spin off, Jorge 
keeps the 10,000 ton storage facility and 3,000 hectares of land.  Adolfo founds a new com-
pany -LOS GROBO AGROPECUARIA, an agriculture and livestock company- keeping 
3,500 of the best agricultural land in the old firm. In the division, the brothers privilege 
their old personal strategies  - Jorge, the commercial and Adolfo the productive. Adolfo 
brings in his elder sons to daily work: Gustavo, an Agronomical engineer and Andrea, with 
a degree in Economy.  This is the approach with which Adolfo builds his company, with 
two values –family and professionalism. At 45, Adolfo is a mature man when he founds 
LOS GROBO AGROPECUARIA. He has a significant estate made up of rural property 
and a strong bond with his sons; he combines professionalism with capital and experience, 
agricultural lands and a broad network of territorial business relationships with suppliers 
and clients, mainly other producers. 

3.3. LOS GROBO – A FAMILY FARMING COMPANY, THE 80´S.

In 1984, LOS GROBO AGROPECUARIA was a medium sized agricultural and stock-
breeding family company having 4 people for management, one truck and an office in 
a workshop, also used as a warehouse, in Casares.  Most of the business is supported by 
3,500 hectares of the best lands in the West of the Province of Buenos Aires.  The first steps 
they took were meant to improve internal efficiency in agriculture and livestock produc-
tion. The strategy was increasing efficiency and productivity, working on lower costs and 
higher yields, etc.  They built a set of self-owned agricultural tools, they experimented with 
conservation tilling, incorporated soybean, fertilization; beef production went from 250 to 
400 k/ha a year with the use of electric and food supplementation; etc. Business was based 
on grain storage.  Their own storage facility was opened in 1985, when they purchased a 
1,000 ton plant.  In 1987, a new 2,000 ton facility was added; and beginning 1990 -having 
purchased 5,000 ton more capacity-, they totaled 8,000 tons of self-owned storage facili-
ties.  Storage availability stepped up the grain business taken up back in 1985.

In the first years, with Adolfo’s experience and the contribution of the young professionals 
Gustavo and Andrea, LOS GROBO AGROPECUARIA became an efficient agricultural 
and stockbreeding, professional, family business. 
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In 1985, they were growing crops in their own land and exploring contract agriculture by 
planting in association.  In 1986, two concurrent events took place – inflation and hyper-
inflation and the flooding of Western Buenos Aires Province.  Both events left agronomi-
cal as well as financial and economic sequelae. It is a time when many producers stopped 
producing directly and much of the land went on lease.  The agronomic and commercial 
experience that LOS GROBO AGROPECUARIA had consolidated facilitated the devel-
opment of an incipient network of contract agribusiness.  The first agreements had to do 
with planting in exchange for pasture implantation in old flooded fields.  This experience 
prompted them to keep sowing outside their own fields and to organize a more efficient 
scale work.  The effects of hyperinflation and floods enabled them to carry out various real 
estate purchases and sales. The crisis came upon a well organized company –both finan-
cially and administratively- and this constituted a major strength vis a vis the opportunities 
afforded by this scenario.  Different real estate operations between 1989 and 1993 lead 
the family rural property to total over 9,000 hectares in the area of Casares.  The company 
capitalized.

Regarding those years, Gustavo has commented “End of the 80’s and beginning of the 
90’s, the company structure and these major changes allowed good realty business to 
happen, buying land at low prices and then selling it at high prices, property that 
would be paid off in two crops’ time due to the increase in the price of grains and 
sales opportunities, etc.  This made it possible to buy a great deal of land and increase 
working capital.”

And Andrea, responsible for administration and finances, adds: “On the other hand, the 
Board of Los Grobo did not withdraw any money during the 80’s.  The profits were 
to be reinvested in production and infrastructure.  When we fostered taking credit in 
1995, the financial strategy was short-term indebtedness (lower rates and no collate-
ral), and our limit was being able to pay the loan back with the available inventory.  
Growth took place aside the financial system.  In certain cases, the financial system 
leveraged certain business temporarily, enhancing the benefits.  We built silo plants 
with loans that did not require collateral, to be returned in 180 days, which would be 
paid back with the first crop.” 

And Adolfo reminisces “Even if I had been a producer and agribusiness man for many 
years, planting countless fields, I disliked it.  The risk seemed too high.  I have always 
felt more comfortable doing business, buying land, and fattening steers. But Gustavo, 
and Andrea too, urged me to sow more hectares and to store more grain.”

The agricultural and stockbreeding family company of the 80’s had partially become pro-
fessionalized, capitalized with lands, had increased its storage capacity and sown over 5,000 
hectares in leased lands. In the 80’s, floods had scourged the area and economy had moved 
from inflation into hyperinflation, and the country from dictatorship to democracy.  The 
company survived all these changes and was a going, and in a position to take up new busi-
ness opportunities.

4. THE 90’s, MOVING FROM A FAMILY AGRIBUSINESS COMPANY TO A PRO-
FESSIONAL AGRIBUSINESS COMPANY.

In October of the year 1991, a profound institutional change takes place in Argentina 
– privatizations, the opening up of the economy, deregulation and the reform of the State. 
The first effect of these changes becomes evident in stability –and has to do with the Con-
vertibility Law.  Rules of the game are identified for the purpose of shaping the prices of all 
goods and services; the end of exports taxes, the defense of property rights, the disappear-
ance of the Grain and Meat Boards generate a strong positive impact on agribusiness.  A 
strong institutional change that gives rise to the second pampas revolution, which almost 
triples agricultural production.

This opening up of economy facilitated technological and organizational innovation in the 
Argentine agribusinesses, and, as a late development, introduced agricultural industrializa-
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tion, from biotechnology to agricultural contract networks.

In this context of positive changes, the growth and development of Los Grobocopatel 
family business.  Evolution sets off from the family agribusiness consolidated in the 80’s to 
the professional agribusiness company of the 90’s, hiring professional managers and obtain-
ing the support of different specific external consultants to do business management 

4.1. NETWORKING AND SCALE GROWTH

Gustavo describes the business scenario of the early 90’s “In 1991, the Convertibility 
Plan brought new challenges –the increase of grain prices, futures markets, as well as 
an increase in the Argentine cost (services, labor, interest rate) and an end to the use 
of inflation as a tool to get profit”.  Given this reality, Gustavo devises the strategy 
to be implemented early in the 90’s: “The only possible path was scale growth and 
efficiency. Anticipating events in the convertibility decade generated enormous oppor-
tunities. Grain price increases could be tapped because we were staunchly positioned 
in production.  The disappearance of quite a few competitors, mainly in the storage 
area, and the lands being offered by growers withdrawing from the activity, afforded 
us an opportunity.”

Major climate and socio economic changes in the 80’s and 90’s generate a peculiar situation 
in Argentine rural areas.  A highly competi-
tive, non-subsidized agriculture spawns a 
number of small and medium sized busi-
nessmen engaging in different contractual 
agricultural activities -seeding, harvesting, 
crop spraying- all of which compete with one 
another for price and service.  Many of the 
producers that have left the business are offer-
ing their lands for lease. In the 90’s, Argentine 
lands become a dynamic market of all services 
and products.  Competence strongly turns 
Argentine agriculture competitive -the result 
of comparative advantages and of the various 
fully operational markets, of the various con-
tractors and lands. 

In this business setting, Los Grobo grows 
thanks to the creation of a sourcing network 
markedly based on the territory, on the geog-
raphy and based on producers, according to Gustavo: “Farming in association improved 
positioning.  The strategy of growing with local partners optimized territory control, 
sourcing, quality and its productivity.  The appearance of new contractors made out-
sourcing possible in many cases.” 

Gustavo describes the company: “It is a network, strong local ties and a coordinating 
center focused on sourcing grains and oilseeds- having three large Business Units: Mar-
keting, Agricultural Production (both guarantee the sourcing) and Support Services 
(logistics, storage, inputs, consulting services). 32  (See pic. 11)

Sourcing has to do with the planted area. Says Gustavo: “Between 75% and 80 % of 
revenues belong to Los Grobo, the rest is for other partners, land owners or contractors.  
During the 1995/96 season, it accounted for 65% of the total planted area. Growth 
in the first half of the decade is due to obtained profitability and to totally reinvesting 
in agriculture. As of 1995/96, the reduction of prices and the need to improve mana-
gement systems led to a more cautious position, with growth picking up in the last 
few seasons”. The strategy was based on creating a network of contractors with territorial 
knowledge; such contractors may be investing partners or network service providers.33 (See. 
pic. 12)
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The whole network is kept in a solid area of influ-
ence, in the center and Southeast or Southwest of 
the province. Production areas are illustrated on the 
map. 34 (See pic. 13) Gustavo explains: “Each area 
has somebody knowledgeable in technical issues. 
In the last few years many landowners and rural 
contractors have realized knowledge is a neces-
sary input to produce competitive crops.  This 
is confirmed by economic figures showing that 
the importance of land value decreases just as 
crop management is valued more.  We are seeing 
many farmers who prefer to have a lesser share of 
income and employ our management skills.
Each area has a technical person in charge.  In 1991, 
the “franchise” system was developed as well as the 
branches. The people responsible for them perform 
technical and commercial tasks; they are key units 
in the network.  In the last few years, the areas in 
Eastern Buenos Aires, Easter Cordoba and Chaco 
were incorporated.  The idea is growing towards the 
Southeast and Northwest of Buenos Aires.  Man-
agement is totally decentralized. Each responsible 
person loads the information at his own workplace 
and the information is then received online through 
the central system.  The areas of influence have 
generated the network of branches. In these branch 
offices, grain is purchased, inputs are sold and busi-
ness contacts explored.35(See pic. Branches) On the 
other hand, the branch system is supported by the 
“Regional Service Centers” which have grain stor-
age and conditioning plants, warehouses for agro-
chemicals and fertilizer as well as areas for training 
the producers. The evolution of storage capacity is 
constant). One of the central investments for the 
coming years is precisely these Centers -similar to 
the one built in Guaminí in the year 2000, for a total 
amount of Two Million Dollars. 37(See pic. 14)

(Pic. 12)

(Pic. 13)
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(Pic. 14)�
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“My policy has always been that first you have to create a production area and a group 
of clients, then you begin work at the branch office and when the volume is considera-
ble, only then do you define storage investment,” Adolfo G.

The evolution of the marketed volumes comes hand in hand with self-owned production 
and the opening of new branches. In analyzing storage, a concentration of clients is seen 
during the latest seasons.  The company has concentrated in larger, stronger suppliers in 
each zone. The evolution of marketing and storage is concentrated in fewer clients and 
more tons per client, except in 2001 and 2002, where the opening up of new branch offices 
increased the number of clients- (See pic. 15)

This new type of client, more entrepreneurial and with larger operational volumes led to 
the creation of a new service -hedging client positions for different crops in view of price 
volatility, a new service to operate in the Buenos Aires Forwards Market (MAT). Given the 
United States policy and European subsidies, the only option Argentine growers have to 
compete is that kind of a market. In 1998, the company began to disseminate the “use” 
of these markets among its clients.  It organized its own operator and implemented a plan 
to inform, train and promote the use of hedging. It entered into training agreements with 
Iowa State University and Novitas, a local consulting company. Then, after two years, 
operations grew remarkably, fourfold the physical volume transacted, it is the third operator 
in the Buenos Aires market and it represents 7% of the total volume transacted in 1999. This 
business area is the company’s most profitable area. (As of the last economic crisis and the end 
of the convertibility plan, the future of these markets has been doubtful).38 (See pic. 16)

Gerardo Burriel, Marketing Manager, pointed out: “Beyond the incorporation of a new 
activity, these markets redirected the company’s business strategy. We no longer buy 
and sell products or grain, we sell services, Producers clearly perceived that this was a 
Win-Win relationship and operations grew dramatically.”

The key source lies on this sequence of various governance forms; the plantations on self 
owned land, the associated plantations, the leased plantations and finally the purchase of 
grains in the market. 39(See pic. 17) This diagram illustrates how vertical integration (the 
firm), vertical coordination (associates), current agreements, account for most of the sourc-
ing. Nowadays, market buys-sales are only 26% of sourcing. One decade ago, the market 
accounted for 77% of sourcing.  Sourcing destination is exports and the local agro-indus-

(Pic. 15)
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(Pic. 16)

(Pic. 17)
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(Pic. 18)

trial market.  As of the year 2000, with the purchase of a flourmill in Bahía Blanca, a good 
part -40% - of the wheat sourced is for self-owned industries.

The evolution of stockbreeding is associated to the development of the cattle area in self-
owned lands. A stagnation and slight drop has been noticeable in the last few years. It is 
difficult to integrate the beef commercial chain, the market is marginal and there is no 
risk hedging in the market. Agriculture has pushed stockbreeding from the best lands. 
Currently, breeding and rebreeding is done out in the fields and fattening inside pens in 
self-owned facilities.  See diagram. 

In the first years, the sourcing network took hold on self-owned land and in the market. 
Growth was coupled by purchasing land as a way to consolidate it.  This criterion changed 
over the last few years.40(See pic. 18) Andrea G. comments on this: “At present, company 
policy is investing with a view to profitability for the whole of the operations rather 
than capitalization based on land.”   We see that the agreement network supports today 
the sourcing system.

Gerardo Burriel underscores the issue of building trust and the alliance with clients: “Trust 
is the result of transparent operations and solvency. Business volumes, installed capa-
city, owning land facilitate trust building.”

4.2. TECHNOLOGY AND KNOWLEDGE.

The evolution of the planted area is explained by the organizational changes required for 
network development. Different technological innovations occurred hand in hand with 

the process, increasing productivity. In 1991, the 
incorporation of no tillage changed the agricul-
tural paradigm.  It moved towards a permanent 
agriculture, without pasture rotation.  Erosion and 
physical degradation of the soil were controlled 
and agricultural frontiers expanded. It also contrib-
uted to simplifying agricultural management and 
technology transfer.  In 1994, there were experi-
ments with new crops such as colza, barley and 
sorghum; in 1997, with the purchase of land in 
the Southwest, aspersion irrigation began, ensur-
ing yield sustainability for wheat and maize. One 
of technological leaps that had the most impact 
was the massive incorporation of GMO varieties 
in 1998.  All of these advances were coupled by the 
use of soil nutritional balances, integrated control 
of pests and other technologies developed and 
learned thanks to the interaction with a group of 
advisors and leading producers under the umbrella 
of AAPRESID (Association of No till Producers).  
Gustavo G. is one of the active leaders of AAPRE-
SID:  As of late, in 2001, both in self-owned land 
as well as with associates, added GPS (Global Posi-
tioning Systems).  This technology opens up an 

interesting opportunity for high precision agricultural crops, with differential management 
for different areas and improvement of efficiency in resource application.  Gustavo predicts: 
“ The addition of specific site management will cause a new wave of lower costs per 
ton produced and an increase in competitiveness; this is why I am concerned that the 
country closes up and that we will not be allowed to add these technologies.”  In 2002, 
we are experimenting with Agronomic Simulation Models (MSA) which will enable us to 
incorporate more technology faster and more efficiently.

Quality implementation constitutes a process that brings order to company technologi-
cal, administrative and commercial processes. ISO implementation afforded consistency 
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(Pic. 19)

to the continuous improvement and innovation process the company is involved in.  ISO 
facilitates harmony between organizational innovation and technological innovation. It 
built a bridge that strengthened HHRR, participating in the incorporation of new technol-
ogy and in organizational change. ISO 9000 has involved all company personnel.  It is an 
improvement option for all company management processes - agricultural activity, market-
ing and other support services. Paula, very much involved in ISO certification, remembers: 
“the important part of the certification process, other than organization-wise, was 
participation and the degree of commitment from everyone working in the company.  
Continuous improvement enables us to keep the flame of quality alive.  We perform 
two audits every year, and keep creating opportunities for the correction of errors.
We saw commitment in hired personnel as well as in family members.  It facilitated 
company cultural streamlining”. 41(See pic. 19)
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4.3. RISK MANAGEMENT.

Risk management has been the reason for the success of the agricultural business. Gustavo 
summarizes it: We have two kinds of risk, productive and price.  For the first risk, we 
work on geographic diversification and crop diversification.  A network of networks 
with territorial coverage.  As to prices, we have become very skilful in managing to 
hedge for volatility.  In the days when the Futures Market was active, operations were 
local; currently, we are using the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT).  We are not comfor-
table until we have hedged all of our production.  Our goals are: capturing profita-
bility with flexibility and safety. In the last five years we have improved considerably 
because we have come to know new tools.  At the beginning, we were only concerned 
about hedging forward sales; then we incorporated options; later, the spread of options 
and differentials with Chicago and Kansas.  Since our visit to Iowa State University 
in 1999, we have understood the notion of Risk Portfolio and are integrating coverage 
more systemically.  Further, the US Agricultural Policy generates market distortions 
that we used to exploit by selling volatility in Chicago and buying in Buenos Aires, 
where it was cheaper.”

As to production, decisions are based on simulation models 
such as the At-Risk.  Pedro Zurro, Production Manager, 
illustrates the outcome:“Variation coefficients are high for 
each zone, but portfolio consolidation brings them down, 
diversification works.  Somehow, we manage to carry 
a portfolio with over 50 products as we cross different 
regions with different crops –each “region-crop unit” is 
one piece of business in the portfolio”. 42(See pic. 20)

In “ region-crop unit” business portfolio consolidation, the 
risk of low or negative profitability is close to zero whereas 
the likelihood of medium to high profitability is signifi-
cantly higher, more frequent.  Los Grobo’s risk manage-
ment is one of the most decisive characteristics of business 
success in turbulent scenarios. 

4.4. BASES OF A NEW ORGANIZATION.

The bases of the new organization are being built “cre-
atively and flexibly on a long standing heritage.”  The 
backbone of this new organization is training, professional-
izing and leveraging human resources, incorporating new 
technologies from the information society for the purpose 
of creating a new local knowledge and finally developing 
various kinds of alliances within value systems in order to 
bring support to the network of networks. 

Gustavo upholds that “The heart of the company busi-
ness is the sourcing network, it is based on production 
and marketing.  He emphasizes three key elements –the 
organization chart, extremely flat and flexible, Total 
Quality Management (TQM) in the different business 
units within the framework of ISO standards, and a 
strong endorsement of information technology and 
connectivity.” 

In 1996, various information systems were implemented 
facilitating company management.  Besides, the very first 
external professionals were hired outside the family.  Andrea 
recalls: “ The volume of business increased faster than our 
own administration and management capacity.  The area I 
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(Pic. 21)

was in charge of hired the first full time external professionals.  Up to then, only agricultu-
ral professionals had been hired and on a temporary basis.  That year, also the production 
area hired full time professionals.  Today, the 81 persons working in the company respond 
with an excellent level of professionalism.  The process was revamped in 1996, when we also 
decided to train all personnel; I remember the first thing we did was let everyone use Word, 
Excel, and then we hired specialists to talk about leadership and internal and external 
customer service.”43.44 (See pic. 21)

The contractual system has different degrees of complexity and supports Los Grobo sourc-
ing network. As of 1996, when the information process begins, LOS GROBO moves 
towards more sophisticated information systems.  In 2001, LOS GROBO sold the agri-

45  www.losgrobo.com

ORGANIGRAMA POR FUNCIONES
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culture information system to a company in the sector. In a network, resource exchange 
and interconnectivity are essential, recalls Gustavo: “ In 2001, we launched the website, 
which ensures connectivity for the whole network; in fact, many logistic operations of 
the physical have their information logistics on-line.  And so do purchases and sales, 
or field reports.  At present, connectivity and the web are the central backbone of our 
company.” 45(See pic. 22)

In the year 2002, two agreements change the future of the company’s information technol-
ogy and systems. LOS GROBO formalized an alliance with SCG (Software Consulting 
Group) -specialists in IT and hardware, whereby we modified the existing system platform 
and migrated to Java (Internet language).  On the other hand, with PALM, LOS GROBO 
developed a field information data collection system, suitable for the LOS GROBO pro-
cesses (within the ISO system).  As of then, plot visits are recorded on a PALMtop and 
transmitted real time to the central system by cell phone. Thus, the evolution of the planted 
area and crop volumes are recorded centrally.

Visualizing the future, Gustavo says: “ I am convinced that the future of this company 
is people and organization.  All our energy is set on administrative decentralization, 
centralized control and the development of new incentive modalities.”

The LOS GROBO’s permanent strategy was integrating, making alliances, outsourcing 
or creating more or less complex networks.  In 1991, they decided to work in association 
with local producers; in 1999, they developed a project with Novartis to source value added 
raw materials.  It was the inception of Chain Services S.A., which operates in this kind of 
business. And in the year 2000, they sold the first products with quality certification and 
trace ability: GMO free Red maize.  In 2001, sales were exported directly, adding high oleic 
sunflower for Spain.  Transformations undergone by Novartis following its merge with 
Zeneca added to the crisis in supplier companies in Argentina resulted in this path 
being followed only by LOS GROBO.  Gustavo analyzes de situation: “I believe that 
the culture in transnational corporations is different from that in family enterprises.  I 
would like my company to professionalize, to grow, to transnationalize, but never lose 
family enterprise values whereby each one fights for everybody, belonging and always 

(Pic. 22)
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being there.  However, it is difficult to perceive business as a chain and understand 
that what matters is for value to grow first, and only then worry about distributing it 
congruously.  For the moment, the notion of chain is merely an intellectual exercise that 
only serves to communicate a marketing strategy to company directors.”
The quality of the information offered to the client is unheard of globally.  LOS GROBO 
are one of the few sourcing producers that certify ISO 9001 in production.  Miguel 
Maxwel from Deloitte & Touche, the company auditors, 
puts it in these terms “Up to now, I have not seen a 
data collection system, records and processes as deve-
loped as the LOS GROBO’s.”

Claudio Sabalza, systems manager, considers that the 
organization’s growth has been very rapid and finds that 
in certain areas, business reality astonishes the manage-
ment: “With the new scenarios, the company must 
be a learning organization; today, I see room for 
improvement in internal control and auditing; at the 
same time, there are external professionals and family 
members that must be more flexible to take up new 
hierarchies and responsibilities”.

5. THE CHALLENGE FOR 2002 AND FOR THE FUTURE.

During the nineties, the evolution of billings was sustained and on a par with the price 
of commodities.  Growth has been interrupted, only attenuated by the fall of commodity 
prices, to be then reestablished with increased operation 
volumes. 46(See pic. 23 and 24) The company increased 
its billings, territorial expansion, productivity and the 
quality of its business processes, and Adolfo G’s perfor-
mance as a businessman was acknowledged by important 
local awards -in 1998, the KONEX award and in 2000 
the SECURITY prize, both awarded to entrepreneurs, 
honored Adolfo in the agribusiness category.

Growth at the end of the 90’s is explained mostly by 
training, professionalization and the addition of external 
professionals in company high decisional levels.  One of 
the new managers said: “81 of us are working in the 
company today; in 1996, we hired the first professio-
nals outside the family; the situation has generated a 
paradox –a family professional company.  The first 
offshoot of this is creative tension leading to very 
positive results”.

Throughout most of 2002, the institutional crisis in Argentina has triggered cascading 
agreement breaches and violations of property rights.  In this scenario, opportunistic 
behaviors and the search for profit typify the market –everyone against everyone else trying 
to allocate the cost of contractual non-performance to the other.  In this situation, Los 
Grobo has gone through these complexities with relative success.  On this cover, Gustavo 
has said: “ The Los Grobo’s network of networks acts as an antiseismic net when faced 
with turbulent changes in the business scenario; clients and suppliers have basically 
respected agreements.  In the crisis, centripetal forces have been triggered which force 
efforts to flow towards the center of the network, thus strengthening it.” 

Adolfo has been through many a situation in his entrepreneurial life, however, he has 
acknowledged: “This was the worst crisis I have ever seen, there were major threats 
of contractual hold up; yet, our clients’ faithfulness was high and we had but a few 
contract breaches.” 
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(Pic. 25)

Paula M., responsible of the agri-input area experienced more complex situations, coor-
dinated agreements with quite a few suppliers, but clarified that “some of them assumed 
heavily intransigent stances and others, despite the fact that they had cashed their 
input costs, were not willing to keep the commercial credit relationship, even the best 
of payers were required to pay cash and in advance.  Now, we have changed our stra-
tegy; before we thought of alliances with input suppliers, now we believe that, far from 
helping, this has turned into a two edged weapon due to heavy supplier concentration.  
At present, we are earnestly thinking of importing or buying where we find the best 
price.”

Andrea G. also had to get round a series of very complex negotiations with banks.  The 
original debts were in dollars, the Law had turned into pesos (pesofied) all debts and banks 
in general pushed for somehow dollarizing the payback of their loans. Reality has posed 
different intermediate alternatives to negotiation.  The financial situation has ended up 
being positive in the long run.  The evolution of bank debts is coupled by the existence of 
inventories and account receivable balances.  The company policy has always been not to 
take credit beyond what may be paid back tomorrow and that has helped keep a rigorous 
balance between current liabilities and assets.  The diagram shows that both as to the set 
of dollarized agricultural prices (minus withholdings) and to the set of pesofied-dollarized 
debts, the final company balance has been very positive. 

Said Andrea G. on this peculiar situation: “After 
many years, we now have gone back to having no 
current liabilities; current assets no longer back 
debt as in the past, rather they fund new business 
for the future.”47 (See pic. 25)

After analyzing the ratios of the last 5 balance sheets, 
it may be said that –except for the indebtedness 
ratio- the other ratios have evolved favorably or at 
least kept to acceptable levels. In the last balance 
sheet, the margin on sales went up four points vis 
a vis last year’s, allowing a considerable increase of 
profits, which is reflected in the positive variation 
of net worth profitability. The current liquidity ratio 
is higher than 1, as per the well known company 
policy and indebtedness. It is high, but it is backed 
by inventories, easily sold.  This increase in indebted-
ness shown in the latest balance sheet was due to the 
addition of fixed assets, i.e. silos plant at Guaminí. 
48(See pic. 26)

Sabalza, Bisio, Gabriela, Paula, Andrea Edith and 
Gustavo envision an image of the company, now and 

in the future: “Generate belonging, recognition, a shared vision and unity, the dream 
of becoming the largest grain sourcer, being profitable, having continuity and perma-
nence, being part of the setting.” When coming back from the 12th IAMA Congress in 
Amsterdam, Gustavo pauses: “The three E’s are present in the culture of our company.  
Ecology, with no tillage; the ethics in our nature and also in our community participa-
tion; and economy, by applying continuous improvement to our business.”

Other aspects are beginning to surface at LOS GROBO, internally and externally leading 
to things such as the social function of the company, active supporter of the University 
Center of Carlos Casares (CUCC) where the University of Buenos Aires (UBA) course 
of studies on Agronomy is taught. Gustavo chairs the Argentine Association of Sunflower 
(ASAGIR), an innovative organization with members from the sunflower chain.  He is 
actively engaged in AAPRESID (No Till Farmers’ Association) as member of the Board of 
Directors and promoter of organizational innovation.  Together with a group of farmers 
he established Bioceres S.A. where he is Chairman of the Board.  This company manages 
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investment projects on Biotechnology applied to Agriculture
LOS GROBO are leaders in the Plan Soja Solidaria (soybean delivered as community ser-
vice). Paula M., Gustavo’s wife and company Sales Manager says with passion: “Hunger in 
Argentina is a problem of organization; by managing an NGO and with the solidarity 
of our clients who contribute as well as with other contacts, we have reached so many 
cities and so many people.  Today, from Los Grobo we support and facilitate feeding 
thousands of people every day.”

Despite discrimination against the agriculture sector in the form of withholdings to exports, 
it is clear that competitiveness in the sector transcends the current complex scenario. The 
diagnosis of the current state of affairs could be summarized as follows: high exchange rates, 
withholdings to exports, controls on foreign trade, internal recession, rampant poverty and 
growing unemployment; smothered inflation resulting from stagnant rates and salaries, 
high tax pressure coexisting with high tax evasion and smuggling; all within a framework of 
a weak, transgressor government, erratic governance, utmost lack of expertise, an insolvent 
state, politics plagued with corruption and lack of transparency. 

The current environment has been determined by the lack of legal security, lack of respect 
for the rule of law and for property rights as well as for poor institutional quality.  In this 
context, the string of agreement terminations, banking restrictions on fund withdrawals, 
default, devaluation, further financial and banking restrictions, asymetric pesofication, 
contractual non performance, lack of a financial system, lack of a taxing and monetary 
policy, in sum, lack of a sustainable economic plan to tackle complexities, are creating room 
for uncertainty and turbulence. 

The agribusiness sector is one of the few active sectors in the Argentine crisis.  Biases have 
had an impact on agricultural margins, in the graphic 49 an increase of indifference yields 
is observed for wheat, soybean and maize. The case of soybean has lower impact due to 
an increase in the planted area for the 2002-2003 season. In the case of wheat maize, the 
impact on margins has caused a 10% reduction.  Except for soybean, the general perception 
is that there is a loss of profitability as compared with the scenario before the 90’s.

Amidst this shameful institutional scenario, incredibly the agribusiness is one of the few 
sectors still standing and one of the very few dynamic business activities. Los Grobo sur-
vives, grow and develop.  Gustavo explains it as follows: “We are thinking of focusing on 
company institutional redesign, turning it into a holding. The goals of this change are 
providing more flexibility, permanence and professionalism to the organization.  The 
Holding will allow us to detach the future of the company from that of the family.  It 
will bring flexibility and freedom to family members in their rapport with the com-
pany. It will generate trust from the market; allow the incorporation of new professio-
nals and new stockholders.  It will bring flexibility to management and stock structure.  
It will allow introducing external investment into the family and will incent personnel 
with shareholdings. Of course, this will also generate a design that bestows agility to 
local business and that allows importing and exporting products competitively.”

Despite all this, said Adolfo, the group is analyzing this change carefully: “ New expe-
riences are always good as long as they do not cost much.” On the other hand, Cueto, 
responsible for company stockbreeding said: “Won’t a ranch for each grandchild perhaps 
be better?”

Sabalza adds some new subjects to the debate: “Aside from buying lands, storage facilities 
or growing within our business, the mill and the sale of flour bring us close to retailing 
and the consumer.  Would this be an opportunity for our company or should we do 
what we know how to do best?” In this respect, Andrea poses: “We do what we know 
how to do best”.

In this complex macroeconomic scenario, and facing a culture with tradition at the base 
and an innovative orientation, Los Grobo debate alternatives to their institutional rede-
sign, their corporative consolidation. The Los Grobo Agropecuaria S.A. Group is focused 
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on institutional quality and legal security for new business and new realities, oriented to 
strengthening local business and transnationalization of the company.

Is it sustainable to consolidate a sourcing network of commodities –given the withhold-
ings, without active forward and option markets, without the facilitating environment of 
the 90’s?  In this case, the backbone should be diversifying, disinvesting or focusing on the 
core business?

In this context: What is the way? Revive and stiffen the old strategy Adolfo had of main-
taining the family business divided in order to diversify risk, or bringing momentum to 
the more recent ideas of Gustavo and consolidate the business to institutionally strengthen 
the group?

The surplus temporarily generated by the particularities of dealing with credit and debt 
after the asymetric pesofication must be allocated to making a profit and protecting assets 
until the scenario becomes more clear?  On the contrary, such surplus should become a 
platform for a new growth?  What is the way?

If the choice taken a profit and a defensive policy, how should the new business strategy be 
designed? How disinvest? Where should we allocate such resources? 

If the path of growth is taken, what would be the priority, buying land, expanding the agri-
cultural area, extending territorial reach, strengthening the network?  Investing in a port, 
in storage or investing in connectivity and information technology?  Training the HHRR 
and/or further professionalizing the company? Investing in new agro-industries? Leading 
the Los Grobo business to neighboring countries? Which? Developing export business? 
Which? And How? Etc. What would be the priority in an investment portfolio? What 
would be the criterion for decision-making?
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WHO’S WHO AT LOS GROBO. 50

Adolfo Grobocopatel, 64. Married, 4 children. Chairman. Founder of the company.  An 
entrepreneur and risk taker. He is not into anything in particular but he is into everywhere. 
1998 KONEX award to the agriculture and livestock producer. SECURITY 2000 Award.

Edith Grobocopatel, 62. Vice Chairman. Founder of the company and highly involved in 
the beginning.

Gustavo Grobocopatel, 41. Married, 3 children. CEO. An Agronomical Engineer. Innova-
tive, endowed with natural leadership. Quick at adapting to changes and creating business 
opportunities.

Andrea Grobocopatel, 38. Married, 4 children. She has a degree in Economy. Financial 
Administrative Manager. The happy medium between intuition and knowledge.  The per-
manent search for precision.

Paula Marra, 37. Married to Gustavo. Sales Manager. An Agronomical Engineer. Innova-
tive and gets enthusiastically involved with clients.

Claudio Sabalza, 39. Married. Systems Manager. He has a degree in Business Administra-
tion. Champion of systemic thought, the drive behind the “balanced scorecard”.

Germán von Wernich, 40. Married, 4 daughters. Manager of the Storage Facilities. Key to 
organization and ISO. 

Gerardo Burriel, 30. Married, 2 children. Grain Marketing Manager. A born “trader”.

Pedro Zurro, 39. Married to Silvia. Production Manager. Integrates country and company

Alicia Segura, 39. Married, 2 children. An Accountant. Administrative financial person in 
charge. Source of reliable and safe internal information.  Started up the ISO systems.

Pedro Córdoba, 35. Married, 2 children. Treasurer. “Comptroller” and a key man in 
Andrea’s team.

Matilde Grobocopatel, 33. Married, 2 children. A professor. Responsible for Collections. 
Great negotiator and staunch collector.

Gabriela Grobocopatel, 36. Married to Germán. Responsible for Supplier Service. Tough 
negotiator.

Gabriel Bisio, 35. Married. Responsible for inputs. An Agronomical Engineer. Pro-active 
and a perfectionist.

Gerardo Cueto, 37. Married, 2 children. Responsible for livestock. An expert livestock 
buyer and seller.

50 Who´s who by Gabriela Grobocopatel 
and Paula Marra.




